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Introduction

The passages in this booklet are taken from texts of various kinds. Passages A to Q relate to the 
experience of work. They have been chosen both for the range of styles and registers that they represent 
and for their contrasting perspectives on the work experience.

These passages provide material for you to consider in your answer to the compulsory Question 1 
(Section A of the Question Paper), and for you to draw on in your answer to the question you select 
from Section B.

Passages R to W offer critical/theoretical material for you to draw on in both of your answers, as 
appropriate.

You should read all the material through rapidly first, and then concentrate on the passages 
that will be most helpful to you in discussing issues raised by the questions that you address.
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Passage A

Marketing Week (2006)

This advertisement is taken from the appointments page of a magazine whose readers mainly work in 
advertising and media marketing.

Trader Media Group (TMG) publishes over 70 publications on a weekly basis. Some of the most 
recognised publications include Auto Trader, Bike Trader, Truck Trader and Top Marques. The 
company’s recent expansion is set to continue with the recruitment of 2 further marketing 
executives. TMG also owns the UK’s busiest automotive web site www.autotrader.co.uk which 
attracts some 4.8 million unique users per month. Due to the high volume of visits the web site 
receives, autotrader.co.uk can be found in the top 20 visited web sites in the UK. In addition 
TMG also offers interactive services on digital television and mobile phones. With an annual 
turnover in excess of £280 million, TMG employs over 3,700 employees, located over 35 locations 
throughout the UK and Ireland. TMG also has 3 international operations located in Holland, Italy 
and South Africa.

Trader Marketing Executive
Help us further our relationships with over 8,000 
automotive dealers.

Working closely with the Head of Marketing, Trader Media 
Group now requires a dynamic and experienced Trade 
Marketing Manager with responsibility for formalising and 
implementing trade marketing strategy (for market leading 
brands Auto Trader and Bike Trader), across publishing and 
digital business units. You will also provide support for our 
trade sales teams and formulate A&P plans covering dealers, 
dealer groups and manufacturers. This is a senior role ideal for 
a marketing professional looking to work in a fast-paced and 
exciting environment.

The position’s key objective comprises developing all trade 
revenue streams via the company’s leading products and 
services portfolio. Minimising attrition rates and maximising on 
retention of customers is also critical.

Key objectives:

– Increasing brands’ profiles
–  Shaping and implementation of dealer communication 

programmes
–  Sales team support via off and on line collateral development
–  Leveraging of market insights into increased market share
–  Marketing support for the range of current products and 

services

Strong communication skills are critical for this role; and 
you will have the ability to deal at a variety of levels with 
differing audiences including internal sales teams, marketing 
departments and TMG’s roster of off and on line agencies; the 
position requires a team player committed to working within 
best practice.

Please email your C.V. to lynne.white@tmg.co.uk stating 
clearly your salary expectations.

Digital Marketing Executive
You will play a critical part in driving TMG’s digital 
marketing portfolio of products and services even further 
forward.

This role comprises delivery of the company’s multiple 
marketing objectives as agreed with key stakeholders; 
supporting a diversity of e-commerce activity; and importantly 
the implementation and optimisation of A&P programmes via 
integrated product launches and promotional activity.

We’re looking for an experienced on-line marketing 
professional with a track record of success in a fast-moving 
and competitive environment – you’ll need to be able to 
plan and run marketing activity, then clearly and efficiently 
communicate campaign results to others involved in the 
process and provide post-campaign analysis and effective 
dissemination – always looking to improve and move forward.

The position’s main responsibilities include driving and 
maximising web traffic, increasing advertising volumes and 
revenue and leveraging other e-commerce based income. 
This important role requires someone who can clearly 
communicate to and work with other departments including 
group marketing, sales and our roster of off and on line 
agencies.
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Passage B

Transcription (2006)

Here three young businessmen are engaged in a lively conversation about investment and enterprise 
in the British economy of the early 21st century.

A.  well (.) to me the buzz is be entrepreneurial (.) small but with global potential lotsa risks n 
huge rewards (.)   yeah

B.   [ yeah ] I agree over say (.) 10 years people make the moola faster n then 
exit jus cash n go

A.  i still think people say the average biz is make y (.) your 30 mill sell out say 35 or 40 then 
cycle around cambridge talkin about our place in the world

C.  but we re so down beat not just the earnest manager type but failure you know sod our 
place anywhere we should stay in it to win it who cares about talkers

B.  yeah give me more angels with oomph venture capital can c (.) come too tired if you 
lissen to the talkers (1) no risk no lifers we should be sayin lets admit we are in silicon 
valley not in the dreamin spires

A.  the average punter swallows the dragons den stuff from the beeb real amateur business 
pitchin almost like entre p is the dirty  word

C.   [ but    ] be fair (.) the oxford investment club (.) if you 
hear them pitch you d be really blown away by the expertise and they say go for the 
virtual companies don’t worry about form or (errm) status

A.  can i go back who has the gut feelin that the entre p is thought about different now
C.  its easier for a dip into activity yes (.) but (errm) innovation is still iffy in terms of where the 

finances are comin from i think
B.  maybe thats the case with (.) the you know what are they called (1) baby boomers they 

aspired to the big company cars pensions (.) now they sit on their proverbial but i sense 
(.) no (.) i know bright young ones go for it take the risks put up for new business this is 
the global vision despite the shadow over the dotcom slide

C.  some of them certainly made the ton multi tons (.) but do these software kids really open 
up the future (.) yeah lets buy an helicopter and say we ve made it but where does that 
take us (.)   you know

B.   [ perhaps    ] they still see the mirage effect of the dotcom boom but some of 
their four team enterprises really knock the spots off the average kind of manufacturer

A.  is this the point to say what is the industrial future (.) where are we goin to are we goin to 
make anything tangible

B.  well (1) whats the chance of that I think not much just more empty factories dotted around 
its the risk market which counts and the entrepreneur or venture angel will push into that 
dizzy market sayin what else is there

Transcription Key

A B C are the three young businessmen
(.) indicates a micropause
(1) indicates a pause in seconds
[   ] indicates a speech overlap
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Passage C

Almut Koester: The Language of Work (2004)

The following example of business communication is taken from a language study textbook.

A Proven Formula …

GUARANTEED to Generate New Business

Dear Colleague:

If I can give you:

 – a quick, easy, hassle-free way to generate new business,
 – a steady stream of pre-qualified sales leads,
 – and I’m willing to guarantee the results,

would you be willing to discuss it with me?

We’ve been in business for ten years, serving seven different markets. Over 1,200 active clients 
currently use our direct response programs each year to generate new business. The formula for 
their success, tried and proven over the past ten years, is so certain that we even guarantee the 
results.

Our formula for success, based on our extensive experience, is very simple:

 Offer:  We work with clients to design an offer especially for our medium that compels 
response in our marketplace.

 Message:  We build a message and card design around that offer that is informative and 
catches attention and that we know speaks to the market.

 Audience:  We carefully select and refine our lists to reach true, authorized buyers covering 
the maximum purchasing power in the marketplace.

 Timing:  Extra attention is paid to ensure the proper mailing dates in order to coincide 
with key buying times (and the times you need to support your major trade 
show investments).

 Guarantee:  We minimize your risk by GUARANTEEING the response.

The bottom line is a risk-free opportunity to put your sales message in front of the entire market 
of ready-to-buy prospects … and to create a steady stream of qualified, closeable sales leads 
that convert to sales.

Please give me a call at 800-862-6630 for more details or return this fax today.

Sincerely,
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Passage D

Monica Ali (b 1967): Brick Lane (2003)

Brick Lane, Ali’s first novel, is about a Bangladeshi family living in the UK, and explores the British 
immigrant experience. This passage is taken from a letter to Nazneen, the novel’s central character, 
from her sister Hasina in Bangladesh.

I tell you about garment factory. Only half hour walk from here and it fine 
place. Eight o’clock is the start time. All must come few minutes before and 
eight o’clock exact they unlock gate. If you come late it is trouble because they 
lock the gates after to keep safe. It have three room around courtyard all new 
solid concrete. One place is for machine. I go there. Another for cutting and 
finishing. Men go there. Small room for Manager and Paperwork and such like.

My machine so new and beautiful I hardly daring to touch and put my finger 
mark on. When I sitting down and start it know me for beginner and prick the 
thumbs. It purr like a cat now but only for me. Someone else use it then it show 
a temper and catch up all the cloths break threads. Aleya say if trees have spirit 
why not machine. Shahnaz say Aleya is country bumpkin and no ancestor of 
her worshipping trees and rock and thing. She do not say in front of Aleya. So 
kind and gentle this Shahnaz.

I am machine woman and things are different now. When I was helper run 
around with thread and cloth I was just girl. Even in spite I think I am woman 
long before. We all talk together in lunch break. Four in my row stick like sister. 
Aleya Shahnaz Renu and me. I tell you about them my other sisters. Aleya have 
five children she comes from Noakhali. All our lives we think Noakhalis never 
wash they smelly like jackfruits but I give my vow as a true fact Aleya do not 
smell. Money she make she send her boys to school. Husband make problem 
for her but Aleya thinking of children only and not the husband. The husband 
say ‘Why should you work? If you work it looks bad. People will say – he cannot 
feed her.’ But Aleya keep dropping wishes into the rice. Pinch of salt pinch of 
what she want and at the end he giving in. He buy burkha for her and every day 
walking with her to factory. Evening there he is wait at gate.

Shahnaz is only bit older one two year than me and she gone very far along 
in school. Most day she talking about match. Parents have pick seven eight 
boys but Shahnaz refuse all. And she disagree to dowry. ‘Why should we give 
dowry? I am not a burden. I make money. I am the dowry.’ We have grown 
close. She show me how she apply her cosmetics and she teach how to make 
eyebrows less ugly by pull out the hairs. She try some rouge on my cheek but 
wipe it off. My colouring is not good for rouge. It make look cheap.
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Passage E

Caryl Churchill (b 1938): Serious Money (1987)

When first produced, Churchill’s play was described as “a ferocious new verse satire about the financial 
wheeler-dealers in the boom of the 80s”.

JAKE.
 So there’s twenty-seven firms dealing gilts.
SCILLA.
 Where there used to be two.
GRIMES.
 Half the bastards don’t know what to do.
JAKE.
 Those of you that do have got it made.
SCILLA.
 And all twenty-seven want ten per cent of the trade.
GRIMES.
 So naturally there’s going to be blood spilt.
JAKE.
 Ten per cent? Go in there and get fifty.
SCILLA.
  Everyone thinks it’s Christmas and it’s great to know they love you,
 But you mustn’t forget there’s plenty still above you.
 (There’s at least two dozen people in the City now getting a million
    a year.)
 Think of the ones at the top who can afford
 To pay us to make them money, and they’re on the board.
GRIMES.
 They’re for the chop.
JAKE (simultaneously).
 I’m on the board.
SCILLA.
  True, you’re on the board,
 But how many of us will make it to the top?
 If we’ve a Porsche in the garage and champagne in the glass
 We don’t notice there’s a lot of power still held by men of 
    daddy’s class.
GRIMES.
 No but most of them got no feel
 For the market. Jake’s the only public schoolboy what can really
    deal.
JAKE.
 That’s because I didn’t go to university and learn to think twice.
SCILLA.
 Yes, but they regard us as the SAS.
 They send us in to smash the place up and get them out of a 
    mess.
GRIMES.
 Listen, do you want my advice?
SCILLA.
 They’ll have us on the scrap heap at thirty-five,
JAKE.
 I’ve no intention of working after I’m thirty.
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SCILLA.
 Unless we’re really determined to survive
  (which I am).
JAKE.
 It probably means you have to fight dirty.
GRIMES.
 Listen, Nomura’s recruiting a whole lot of Sloanes.
 Customers like to hear them on the phones
 Because it don’t sound Japanese.
 If you want to get in somewhere big –
SCILLA.
 Grimes, don’t be such a sleaze,
 Daddy could have got me in at the back door
 But you know I’d rather be working on the floor.
 I love it down with the oiks, it’s more exciting.
JAKE.
 When Scilla was little she always enjoyed fighting
 (better at it than me).
SCILLA.
 But it’s time to go it alone and be a local.
 I’m tired of making money for other people.
GRIMES.
  (Going to make a million a year?
SCILLA.
  I might do.)
GRIMES.
 I tell you what though, Zackerman can recruit
 The very best because he’s got the loot.
JAKE.
 I told him for what he’s getting from my team, why be a
    meanie?
 He got rid of the BMW’s and got us each a Lamborghini.
 He’s quite a useful guy to have as a friend.
 So I thought I’d ask him home for the weekend.
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Passage F

Studs Terkel (b 1912): Working (1974)

Terkel has been described as a historian and a sociologist but he prefers to call himself a “guerrilla 
journalist with a tape recorder”. Working is an oral history of jobs in America, compiled from interviews 
with the people who do them.

SHARON ATKINS

A receptionist at a large business establishment in the Midwest. She is twenty-
four. Her husband is a student. “I was out of college, an English Lit. major. I 
looked around for copywriting jobs. The people they wanted had majored in 
journalism. Okay, the first myth that blew up in my face is that a college education 
will get you a job.”

I changed my opinion of receptionists because now I’m one. It wasn’t the 
dumb broad at the front desk who took telephone messages. She had to be 
something else because I thought I was something else. I was fine until there 
was a press party. We were having a fairly intelligent conversation. Then they 
asked me what I did. When I told them, they turned around to find other people 
with name tags. I wasn’t worth bothering with. I wasn’t being rejected because 
of what I had said or the way I talked, but simply because of my function. After 
that, I tried to make up other names for what I did—communications control, 
servomechanism. (Laughs.)

I don’t think they’d ever hire a male receptionist. They’d have to pay him 
more, for one thing. You can’t pay someone who does what I do very much. It 
isn’t economically feasible. (Laughs.) You’re there just to filter people and filter 
telephone calls. You’re there just to handle the equipment. You’re treated like a 
piece of equipment, like the telephone.

You come in at nine, you open the door, you look at the piece of machinery, 
you plug in the headpiece. That's how my day begins. You tremble when you 
hear the first ring. After that, it’s sort of downhill—unless there’s somebody on 
the phone who is either kind or nasty. The rest of the people are just non, they 
don’t exist. They’re just voices. You answer calls, you connect them to others, 
and that’s it.

I don’t have much contact with people. You can’t see them. You don’t know 
if they’re laughing, if they’re being satirical or being kind. So your conversations 
become very abrupt. I notice that in talking to people. My conversations would 
be very short and clipped, in short sentences, the way I talk to people all day on 
the telephone.

I never answer the phone at home. It carries over. The way I talk to people 
on the phone has changed. Even when my mother calls, I don’t talk to her very 
long. I want to see people to talk to them. But now, when I see them, I talk to 
them like I was talking on the telephone. It isn’t a conscious process. I don’t 
know what’s happened. When I’m talking to someone at work, the telephone 
rings, and the conversation is interrupted. So I never bother finishing sentences 
or finishing thoughts. I always have this feeling of interruption.
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Passage G

Carla Greene (b 1916): ‘I Want to be a Policeman’ (1967)

Greene has written over sixty informational books for children aged 5–12.
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Passage H

Sybil Marshall (1913-2005): Fenland Chronicle (1963)

Marshall was a teacher and educationalist; her memoir Fenland Chronicle is based on memories of 
her parents, written in their own Fenland dialect. Fenland is the marshy country in the east of England, 
particularly East Anglia.

It were nothing for a girl to be sent away to service when she were eleven year 
old. This meant leaving the family as she had never been parted from for a 
day in her life before, and going to some place miles away to be treated like 
something as ha’n’t got as much sense or feeling as a dog. I’m got nothing 
against girls going into good service. Big houses expected good service, but 
you got good treatment in return. It wern’t like that at the sort o’ place my friends 
had to go to. Mostly they went to the farmers’ houses within ten or twenty mile 
from where they’d been born. These farmers were a jumped up, proud lot who 
di’n’t know how to treat the people who worked for ’em. They took advantage 
o’ the poor people’s need to get their girls off their hands to get little slaves 
for nearly nothing. The conditions were terrible. One little girl I know’d went 
when she were eleven to a great lonely farmhouse ‘on the highlands’, miles 
from anywhere. The very next day after she got there, the grandmother o’ the 
household died and were laid out on the bed straight away. Then the heartless 
woman of the house sent poor little Eva to scrub the floor o’ the room where the 
corpse laid. She were frit to death, an’ no wonder, but she ’ad to do it. When she 
were cleaning under the bed, the corpse suddenly rumbled and groaned as the 
wind passed out of it, and to Eva’s dying day she never forgot the terror o’ that 
moment. I can’t think there were many folks as ’ould ’ave bin as cruel as that, 
but when I remember the general conditions o’ such poor little mites, it makes 
me think again. I ’ad one friend as I were particularly fond of, called for some 
reason as I never did know, ‘Shady’. In lambing time it were took for granted 
that any lambs as were weakly ’ould be looked after in the kitchen, and while 
the season lasted the old shepherd ’ould come in and set in the kitchen while 
he waited for his ewes to lamb. I’m ’eard Shady say ’ow she dreaded this. The 
shepherd were a dirty, nasty, vulgar old man as no decent girl were safe with; 
but at the best o’ times he weren’t very pleasant to have to sit with, stinking o’ 
the sheep, belching and blowing off, and every now and then getting up and 
straddling over to make water in the kitchen sink. The only other choice she ’ad 
were to go to bed, once she were sure she wou’n’t be needed again, but that 
di’n’t offer such pleasant prospects either. Maids’ rooms were allus at the very 
top, at the back on the north side o’ the house. There were nothing in them but 
a bed with a hard old flock mattress, a table by the side of it, and the tin trunk 
the girl had brought her clothes in. It was icy cold in winter, and Shady weren’t 
the only one o’ my friends an’ acquaintances by a long way as told me they 
slept in all their clothes to keep warm an’ all.
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Passage I

Alan Sillitoe (b 1928): Saturday Night and Sunday Morning (1958)

Sillitoe was regarded as one of the “Angry Young Men” writing in the 1950s and 60s, who were breaking 
new ground writing realistic novels and plays about working class experience. Here Arthur Seaton is 
manufacturing bicycle parts in the local factory; he is paid on “piecework rate” – that is, according to 
how fast he works.

Arthur reached his capstan lathe and took off his jacket, hanging it on a nearby nail so 
that he could keep an eye on his belongings. He pressed the starter button, and his motor 
came to life with a gentle thump. Looking around, it did not seem, despite the infernal noise 
of hurrying machinery, that anyone was working with particular speed. He smiled to himself 
and picked up a glittering steel cylinder from the top box of a pile beside him, and fixed it into 
the spindle. He jettisoned his cigarette into the sud-pan, drew back the capstan, and swung 
the turret on to its broadest drill. Two minutes passed while he contemplated the precise 
position of tools and cylinder; finally he spat on to both hands and rubbed them together, then 
switched on the sud-tap from the movable brass pipe, pressed a button that set the spindle 
running, and ran in the drill to a neat chamfer. Monday morning had lost its terror.

At a piecework rate of four-and-six a hundred you could make your money if you knocked-
up fourteen hundred a day – possible without grabbing too much – and if you went all out for 
a thousand in the morning you could dawdle through the afternoon and lark about with the 
women and talk to your mates now and again. […]

Though you couldn’t grumble at four-and-six a hundred the rate-checker sometimes came 
and watched you work, so that if he saw you knock up a hundred in less than an hour Robboe 
would come and tell you one fine morning that your rate had been dropped by sixpence 
or a bob1. So when you felt the shadow of the rate-checker breathing down your neck you 
knew what to do if you had any brains at all: make every move more complicated, though 
not slow because that was cutting your own throat, and do everything deliberately yet with a 
crafty show of speed. Though cursed as public enemy number one the rate-checker was an 
innocuous-looking man who carried a slight stoop everywhere he went and wore spectacles, 
smoking the same fags as you were smoking, and protecting his blue pin-striped suit with a 
brown staff-overall, bald as a mushroom and as sly as a fox. They said he got commission 
on what reductions he recommended, but that was only a rumour, Arthur decided, something 
said out of rancour if you had just been done down for a bob. If you saw the rate-checker 
on your way home from work he might say good evening to you, and you responded to this 
according to whether or not your rate had been tampered with lately. Arthur always returned 
such signs with affability, for whenever the rate-checker stood behind him he switched his 
speed down to a normal hundred, though once he had averaged four hundred when late 
on his daily stint. He worked out for fun how high his wages would be if, like a madman, 
he pursued this cramp-inducing, back-breaking, knuckle-knocking undiplomatic speed of four 
hundred for a week, and his calculations on the Daily Mirror margins gave an answer of thirty-
six pounds. Which would never do, he swore to himself, because they’d be down on me like 
a ton of bricks, and the next week I’d be grabbing at the same flat-out lick for next to nowt. So 
he settled for a comfortable wage of fourteen pounds. Anything bigger than that would be like 
shovelling hard-earned money into the big windows of the income-tax office – feeding pigs on 
cherries, as mam used to say – which is something else against my principles. So you earned 
your living in spite of the firm, the rate-checker, the foreman, and the tool-setters, who always 
seemed to be at each others’ throats except when they ganged-up to get at yours, though 
most of the time you didn’t give a sod about them but worked quite happily for a cool fourteen 
nicker, spinning the turret to chamfer in a smell of suds and steel, actions without thought so 
that all through the day you filled your mind with vivid and more agreeable pictures than those 
round about.

1sixpence or a bob = pre-decimal currency; a bob is a shilling (12 old pence)
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Passage J

Merle Travis (1917–83): ‘Sixteen Tons’ (1946)

These are the lyrics of an American work song, a version of which, made by Tennessee Ernie Ford, 
topped the UK singles chart in 1956.

SIXTEEN TONS

Some people say a man is made outta mud
A poor man’s made outta muscle and blood
Muscle and blood and skin and bone
A mind that’s a-weak and a back that’s strong

Chorus:
You load sixteen tons, whadaya get?
Another day older and deeper in debt
Saint Peter don’t you call me ’cause I can’t go
I owe my soul to the company store

I was born one mornin’ when the sun didn’t shine
I picked up a shovel and I walked to the mine
I loaded sixteen tons of number nine coal
And the straw-boss1 said, Wella-bless my soul

Chorus

I was born one mornin’, it was drizzlin’ rain
Fightin’ and Trouble are my middle name
I was raised in the canebrake2 by an old mama lion
Cain’t no high-toned woman make me walk the line

Chorus

If you see me comin’ better step aside
A lot of men didn’t and a lot of men died
I got one fist of iron and the other of steel
And if the right one don’t get ya, the left one will

You load sixteen tons, whadaya get?
Another day older and deeper in debt
Saint Peter don’t you call me ’cause I can’t go
I owe my soul to the company store.

1straw boss = overseer, whose job is to watch others work
2canebrake = thicket of bamboo canes
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Passage K

George Orwell (1903–50): from ‘Down the Mine’ (1937)

Orwell was a political satirist and novelist, essayist and journalist. This extract is from one of his best 
known essays.

When you go down a coal-mine it is important to try and get to the coal face when the ‘fillers’ 
are at work. The time to go there is when the machines are roaring and the air is black with 
coal dust, and when you can actually see what the miners have to do. At those times the place 
is like hell, or at any rate like my own mental picture of hell. Most of the things one imagines in 
hell are there – heat, noise, confusion, darkness, foul air, and, above all, unbearably cramped 
space. Everything except the fire, for there is no fire down there except the feeble beams of 
Davy lamps and electric torches which scarcely penetrate the clouds of coal dust. […]

It is impossible to watch the ‘fillers’ at work without feeling a pang of envy for their 
toughness. It is a dreadful job that they do, an almost superhuman job by the standard of 
an ordinary person. For they are not only shifting monstrous quantities of coal, they are also 
doing it in a position that doubles or trebles the work. They have got to remain kneeling all the 
while – they could hardly rise from their knees without hitting the ceiling – and you can easily 
see by trying it what a tremendous effort this means. Shovelling is comparatively easy when 
you are standing up, because you can use your knee and thigh to drive the shovel along; 
kneeling down, the whole of the strain is thrown upon your arm and belly muscles. And the 
other conditions do not exactly make things easier. There is the heat – it varies, but in some 
mines it is suffocating – and the coal dust that stuffs up your throat and nostrils and collects 
along your eyelids, and the unending rattle of the conveyor belt, which in that confined space 
is rather like the rattle of a machine gun. But the fillers look and work as though they were 
made of iron. They really do look like iron, hammered iron statues – under the smooth coat of 
coal dust which clings to them from head to foot. […]

Watching coal-miners at work, you realize momentarily what different universes people 
inhabit. Down there where coal is dug is a sort of world apart which one can quite easily go 
through life without ever hearing about. Probably the majority of people would even prefer not 
to hear about it. Yet it is the absolutely necessary counterpart of the world above. Practically 
everything we do, from eating an ice to crossing the Atlantic, and from baking a loaf to writing 
a novel, involves the use of coal, directly or indirectly. For all the arts of peace coal is needed; 
if war breaks out it is needed all the more. In order that Hitler may march the goose-step, 
that the Pope may denounce Bolshevism, that the cricket crowds may assemble at Lords, 
that the poets may scratch one another’s backs, coal has got to be forthcoming. But on the 
whole we are not aware of it; we all know that we ‘must have coal’, but we seldom or never 
remember what coal-getting involves. […] It is just ‘coal’ – black stuff that arrives mysteriously 
from nowhere in particular, like manna1 except that you have to pay for it. You could quite 
easily drive a car right across the north of England and never once remember that hundreds 
of feet below the road you are on the miners are hacking at the coal. Yet in a sense it is the 
miners who are driving your car forward. Their lamp-lit world down there is as necessary to 
the daylight world above as the root is to the flower.

1manna (Biblical reference) = food provided miraculously by God
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Passage L

from The Woman’s Book: contains everything a woman ought to know (1911)

The passage is taken from a practical advice book on domestic issues.

 THE BATHROOM AND LAVATORY

TO Clean Baths. – All baths should be 
thoroughly well rinsed and wiped out after 
having been used. If the soapy scum which 
rises on the top of the water is allowed to 
lie on them, they will be found much more 
difficult to clean.
Enamelled Baths. – Empty or run out all the 
soapy water, and then let in some clean warm 
water. Take a flannel or soft brush and wash 
the sides and all over with this, using a little 
soft soap, or Sunlight soap if necessary; but 
if the bath is in constant use this will not likely 
be required every day. If the enamel becomes 
stained or discoloured, dip the flannel in a 
little dry salt before applying it. Rinse with 
clean warm water if soap has been used, and 
then dry with a cloth. This treatment should 
be sufficient to keep the bath in order, but if 
the enamel becomes very dirty use a little 
Sapolio along with the ordinary soap. Care 
must always be taken not to roughen the 
surface of the enamel, because if once the 
polish is spoilt it is much more difficult to keep 
it in order.
A Porcelain Bath can be treated in the same 
way as above, but Brooke’s soap may be 
used instead of Sapolio if the ordinary soap 
and water is not sufficient to make it clean.
A Zinc Bath is a little more difficult to keep 
in order. It should be washed out as above, 
and, if much soiled, rubbed with a mixture 
of soft soap and Brooke’s soap. Shred down 
some Brooke’s soap and mix it in a saucer 
with some soft soap. Apply this to the bath 
with a flannel, rubbing it well in, rinse and dry 
thoroughly. Fine bath-brick dust mixed with 
a little paraffin is also an excellent thing for 
cleaning zinc, but it requires a lot of rinsing to 
get rid of the smell.
The Water-closet Pan. – This should be well 
flushed out with water every day and brushed 
round with a special brush, which is kept for 
this purpose only. Then once a week at least 
a good pailful of hot soda-water should be 
poured in and the brush used again. If the 

pan has become discoloured or a coating of 
fur collected on the sides, empty out as much 
of the cold water as possible and scrub it 
well with sand and soft soap, or use a little 
coarse salt. If this is not sufficient to bring it 
into good condition, dissolve a penny-worth 
of spirits of salt in one quart of boiling water; 
pour this into the pan and allow it 
to remain there for a short time. 
Then brush round vigorously and 
rinse. Care must be taken that the 
mixture does not touch the hands, 
as it is very poisonous and liable 
to burn. The lavatory brush should, 
if possible, be hung on a nail 
outside the window. Each lavatory 
should also be provided with a 
towel hung on to a nail by a loop. 
It is very important that no rubbish 
be put down the lavatory, such 
as burnt matches, hair combings, 
faded flowers, pieces of orange 
peel, &c.
It must be remembered that the pipes are 
usually made with a bend, and such articles 
would be likely to obstruct them. Young 
servants should always be warned against 
throwing any scraps they find in the bedrooms 
into the slop-pail.

The window of the lavatory should always 
be kept open and the door shut.
The Lavatory Basin. – If this is emptied 
immediately after use and rinsed with a little 
cold water, it will be easily kept in order. It is 
when dirty soapy water is allowed to remain 
in the basin that it becomes more difficult to 
clean. When necessary wash with hot water, 
soap, and a brush, using a little Brooke’s soap 
or Sapolio if required for any stains; rinse with 
cold water and dry with a cloth. Every day 
the taps ought to be dried and rubbed with a 
duster, and twice a week at least they should 
be polished with a little metal polish to keep 
them bright and shining.
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Passage M

Elizabeth Barrett Browning (1806–61): from ‘The Cry of the Children’ (1844)

This poem, by a famous nineteenth century poet, is based upon parliamentary reports into conditions 
in early Victorian factories.

Alas, alas, the children! they are seeking
 Death in life, as best to have:
They are binding up their hearts away from breaking,
 With a cerement1 from the grave.
Go out, children, from the mine and from the city,
 Sing out, children, as the little thrushes do;
Pluck your handfuls of the meadow-cowslips pretty,
 Laugh aloud, to feel your fingers let them through!
But they answer, ‘Are your cowslips of the meadows
 Like our weeds anear the mine?
Leave us quiet in the dark of the coal-shadows,
 From your pleasures fair and fine!

‘For all day, the wheels are droning, turning;
 Their wind comes in our faces,
Till our hearts turn, our heads with pulses burning,
 And the walls turn in their places:
Turns the sky in the high window blank and reeling,
 Turns the long light that drops adown the wall,
Turn the black flies that crawl along the ceiling,
 All are turning, all the day, and we with all.
And all day, the iron wheels are droning,
 And sometimes we could pray,
‘O ye wheels,’ (breaking out in a mad moaning)
 ‘Stop! be silent for to-day!’

Ay, be silent! Let them hear each other breathing
 For a moment, mouth to mouth!
Let them touch each other’s hands, in a fresh wreathing
 Of their tender human youth!
Let them feel that this cold metallic motion
 Is not all the life God fashions or reveals:
Let them prove their living souls against the notion
 That they live in you, or under you, O wheels!
Still, all day, the iron wheels go onward,
 Grinding life down from its mark;
And the children’s souls, which God is calling sunward,
 Spin on blindly in the dark.

1cerement = shroud, winding-sheet
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Passage N

George Crabbe (1754–1832): from The Village (1783)

Byron described Crabbe as “Nature’s sternest painter, yet her best”. The Village challenges idealised, 
pastoral versions of rural life by presenting “the real picture of the poor”.

I grant indeed that fields and flocks have charms
For him that grazes or for him that farms;
But when amid such pleasing scenes I trace
The poor laborious natives of the place,
And see the mid-day sun, with fervid ray,
On their bare heads and dewy temples play;
While some, with feebler heads and fainter hearts,
Deplore their fortune, yet sustain their parts –
Then shall I dare these real ills to hide
In tinsel trappings of poetic pride?

No; cast by Fortune on a frowning coast
Which neither groves nor happy valleys boast;
Where other cares than those the Muse relates,
And other shepherds dwell with other mates;
By such examples taught, I paint the Cot,
As Truth will paint it, and as Bards will not:
Nor you, ye poor, of letter’d scorn complain,
To you the smoothest song is smooth in vain;
O’ercome by labour, and bow’d down by time,
Feel you the barren flattery of a rhyme?
Can poets soothe you, when you pine for bread,
By winding myrtles round your ruin’d shed?
Can their light tales your weighty griefs o’erpower
Or glad with airy mirth the toilsome hour? […]

But these are scenes where Nature’s niggard hand
Gave a spare portion to the famish’d land;
Hers is the fault, if here mankind complain
Of fruitless toil and labour spent in vain;
But yet in other scenes more fair in view,
Where Plenty smiles–alas! she smiles for few
And those who taste not, yet behold her store,
Are as the slaves that dig the golden ore,
The wealth around them makes them doubly poor.

Or will you deem them amply paid in health,
Labour’s fair child, that languishes with wealth?
Go then! and see them rising with the sun,
Through a long course of daily toil to run;
See them beneath the dog-star’s raging heat,
When the knees tremble and the temples beat;
Behold them, leaning on their scythes, look o’er
The labour past, and toils to come explore;
See them alternate suns and showers engage,
And hoard up aches and anguish for their age;
Through fens and marshy moors their steps pursue,
When their warm pores imbibe the evening dew;
Then own that labour may as fatal be
To these thy slaves, as thine excess to thee.
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Passage O

Jonathan Swift (1667-1745): Directions to Servants in General (begun 1731; published after Swift’s 
death)

Swift, the great Irish satirist, said he wrote Directions to Servants “to expose the Villainies and Frauds 
of Servants to their Masters and Mistresses”.

When your Master or Lady comes home, and wants a Servant, who happens to 
be abroad, your Answer must be, that he but just that Minute stept out, being sent 
for by a Cousin who was dying.

If your Master calls you by Name, and you happen to answer at the fourth Call, 
you need not hurry yourself; and if you be chidden for staying, you may lawfully say, 
you came no sooner, because you did not know what you were called for.

When you are chidden for a Fault, as you go out of the Room, and down Stairs, 
mutter loud enough to be plainly heard; this will make him believe you are innocent. 
Whoever comes to visit your Master or Lady when they are abroad, never burthen 
your Memory with the Person’s Name, for indeed you have too many other Things 
to remember. Besides, it is a Porter’s Business, and your Master’s Fault he doth not 
keep one, and who can remember Names; and you will certainly mistake them, and 
you can neither write nor read.

If it be possible, never tell a Lye to your Master or Lady, unless you have some 
Hopes that they cannot find it out in less than half an Hour. When a Servant is turned 
off1, all his Faults must be told, although most of them were never known by his 
Master or Lady, and all Mischiefs done by others charged to him. (Instance them.) 
And when they ask any of you, why you never acquainted them before? The Answer 
is, Sir, or Madam, really I was afraid it would make you angry; and besides perhaps 
you might think it was Malice in me. Where there are little Masters and Misses in a 
House, they are usually great Impediments to the Diversions of the Servants; the 
only Remedy is to bribe them with Goody Goodyes, that they may not tell Tales to 
Papa and Mamma. […]

Masters and Ladies are usually quarrelling with the Servants for not shutting the 
Doors after them: But neither Masters nor Ladies consider that those Doors must be 
open before they can be shut, and the Labour is double to open and shut the Doors; 
therefore the best and shortest, and easiest Way is to do neither. But if you are so 
often teazed to shut the Door, that you cannot easily forget it, then give the Door 
such a Clap as you go out, as will shake the whole Room, and make every Thing 
rattle in it, to put your Master and Lady in Mind that you observe their Directions.

  1turned off = dismissed
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Passage P

Matthew’s Gospel Chapter 20 Verses 1–16: from the Authorised Version of the Bible (1611)

This is St Matthew’s account of one of Jesus’s parables.

1  For the kingdom of heaven is like unto a man that is a householder, which went out early 
in the morning to hire labourers into his vineyard.

2  And when he had agreed with the labourers for a penny a day, he sent them into his 
vineyard.

3  And he went out about the third hour, and saw others standing idle in the market place,
4  and said unto them; Go ye also into the vineyard, and whatsoever is right I will give you. 

And they went their way.
5 Again he went out about the sixth and ninth hour, and did likewise.
6  And about the eleventh hour he went out, and found others standing idle, and saith unto 

them, Why stand ye here all the day idle?
7  They say unto him, Because no man hath hired us. He saith unto them, Go ye also into 

the vineyard; and whatsoever is right, that shall ye receive.
8  So when even was come, the lord of the vineyard saith unto his steward, Call the 

labourers, and give them their hire, beginning from the last unto the first.
9  And when they came that were hired about the eleventh hour, they received every man a 

penny.
10  But when the first came, they supposed that they should have received more; and they 

likewise received every man a penny.
11 And when they had received it, they murmured against the goodman of the house,
12  saying, These last have wrought but one hour, and thou hast made them equal unto us, 

which have borne the burden and heat of the day.
13  But he answered one of them, and said, Friend, I do thee no wrong: didst not thou agree 

with me for a penny?
14  Take that thine is, and go thy way: I will give unto this last, even as unto thee.
15  Is it not lawful for me to do what I will with mine own? Is thine eye evil, because I am 

good?
16 So the last shall be first, and the first last: for many be called, but few chosen.
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Passage Q

Christopher Marlowe (1564–93): ‘The Passionate Shepherd to His Love’ (c1588)

A romantic and pastoral poem by the Elizabethan poet and dramatist.

The Passionate Shepherd to His Love

Come live with mee, and be my love,
And we will all the pleasures prove,
That Vallies, groves, hills and fieldes,
Woods, or steepie mountaine yeeldes.

And wee will sit upon the Rocks,
Seeing the Sheepheards feede theyr flocks,
By shallow Rivers, to whose falls,
Melodious byrds sing Madrigalls.

And I will make thee beds of Roses,
And a thousand fragrant posies,
A cap of flowers, and a kirtle,
Imbroydred all with leaves of Mirtle.

A gowne made of the finest wooll,
Which from our pretty Lambes we pull,
Fayre linèd slippers for the cold:
With buckles of the purest gold.

A belt of straw, and Ivie buds,
With Corall clasps and Amber studs,
And if these pleasures may thee move,
Come live with mee, and be my love.

The Sheepheards Swaines shall daunce and sing,
For thy delight each May-morning.
If these delights thy minde may move;
Then live with mee, and be my love.
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Passage R

Melvyn Bragg (b 1939): The Adventure of English (2003)

This passage comes from a book written to accompany a television series about the history of the 
English language.

It has been estimated that between 1750 and 1900 half the world’s published 
papers on mechanical, industrial and scientific advances were written and distributed 
in English. When James Watt needed to pursue his work in mathematics he had 
to learn and read French and Italian. Now English was the key tongue. Steam 
technology had revolutionised printing and so information could spread faster and 
further – telegraphy and telephony – than ever before. Moreover, the language 
became a magnet for European scientists who came west, to Britain, to pursue 
their work: the language delivered, among others, Marconi from Italy, Siemens 
from Prussia and Marc Isambard Brunel, father of Isambard Kingdom Brunel, from 
France. In the first part of the nineteenth century these small islands had become 
the world’s leading trading and industrial nation, ‘the workshop of the world’, and the 
language, built over centuries, supple in all the arts of absorbing, stealing, inventing 
and restructuring, had matched the economic explosion. The expanded English 
language, a product of the Industrial Revolution, became an engine which drove it 
forward.

One aspect of English which has been a recurring feature in its history is the way 
a word will be adapted from one age to another so that a ‘chip’ can go from wood to 
silicon, include golf and a slight and feature as fifty per cent of a British diet. In this 
boom time for words, the old were often and again recalled to do duty as the new. 
English had no pride in this. When stuck, it just grabbed what was handiest and let 
posterity sort out any resulting confusions. ‘Coach’ is one of the simpler ones. It was 
part of a horse-drawn carriage in the sixteenth century, became part of a steam-
drawn vehicle in the nineteenth century, a bus in the twentieth century, a description 
of your status on an aeroplane, besides, of course, being the name of a person who 
tells more talented people what to do, especially at sport. It seems to bear these 
meanings without showing too much strain.

A word can be a history. ‘Industry’ has been part of recorded English since 1566. 
‘Industrious’, meaning either skilful or assiduous, was also there in the sixteenth 
century, as was ‘industrial’, which meant the distinction between cultivated and natural 
fruits. It was not until the late seventeenth and eighteenth centuries that ‘industry’ 
began to assume a modern meaning. In 1696, there was mention of a ‘College of 
Industry for all Useful Trades and Husbandry’. But the most widespread eighteenth-
century use was in ‘House of Industry’, which meant the workhouse where forced 
application and useful work came together. Adam Smith wrote of ‘funds destined for 
the maintenance of industry’ in 1776 and by the mid nineteenth century this use was 
common. Disraeli spoke of ‘our national industries’ (1844); Carlyle talked of ‘Leaders 
of Industry' (1843). There were other developments from the root of the word. In the 
1830s, Carlyle introduced ‘Industrialism’ to indicate a new order of society; John 
Stuart Mill used ‘Industrial Revolution’ in 1848. The word ‘industry’ grew as industry 
itself flourished.
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Passage S

Richard Jacobs: A Beginner’s Guide to Critical Reading (2001)

This book is a collection of texts and extracts with critical commentaries.

If there is one assumption that runs through the commentaries it is this: that 
texts and contexts are always in dynamic and volatile relations with each other 
and that the contexts of a text are multiple, changing over time and from reader 
to reader. The common-sense view that texts are self-sufficient and that context is 
the supplementary stuff in the background (biographical, historical) against which 
the text can be simply measured is still widely held. It’s an attractive view because 
it encourages a simple and one-directional view of what reading does. It assumes 
that the meanings of texts are unchanging, universal and uncontradictory, and 
that the reader just has to get the meaning out like getting the nut out of the shell. 
The context is then there as a stable set of facts and truths for the reader to check 
responses against. Got the nut out? Now, does it look and taste like the history book 
and the biography say it should? And this model assumes that the writer is the sole 
controller of the meaning-process, conveying that meaning unaffected by anything 
outside his little garden of nut-trees.

Instead we need to think of the making of meaning as a process that happens 
between the text and the reader, and that such meaning is socially and culturally 
produced, changing and various and multiple. We need to think of the writer as a 
product as well as a producer, and of texts as interventions in social process. And 
we need to think of contexts as a network of pressures and debates in which all 
readers are entangled. Readers too are products, subject to contexts. Contexts are 
the changing conditions of possibility for the production and consumption of the text. 
Contexts are the process whereby the text finds and makes a place in the world, the 
ways in which it is enabled to speak and the ways in which it makes a difference. 
[…]

Literary theory, during the earlier years of its ascendancy, fought as much against 
itself in factions as against older, traditional critical approaches. The air was thick with 
accusations and counter-accusations issued in the name of often terrifyingly difficult 
theorists whose books would be waved around like flags as much as they were read 
and understood. But those heady days are over and now the shops are full of guides 
to the dominant schools of criticism and theory. Those dominant schools seem to 
me to be coming together now, not pulling apart, and a model of contemporary 
critical practice is seeping into most areas of cultural and educational work, a 
model that draws on the most socially and politically informed of new literary-critical 
approaches. These would include so-called New Historicist or Cultural Materialist 
criticism (in effect two names for the same set of presuppositions), feminist studies 
(in all their different emphases), psychoanalysis, and critical studies recovering the 
hidden histories of people marginalised in traditional political and literary culture.
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Passage T

David Crystal (b 1941): Cambridge Encyclopedia of the English Language (1995)

This passage comes from a substantial reference work, intended for both an academic and a general 
interest readership.

OCCUPATIONAL VARIETIES

The term ‘occupational dialect’ has long been used for the distinctive language 
associated with a particular way of earning a living. However, such varieties are not 
like regional or class dialects. Features of language which identify our geographical 
or social origins, once established, tend not to vary, unless affected by major 
currents of language change. It is very difficult, after moving from one part of a 
country to another, to change our accent or dialect so as to identify with our new 
neighbours; and, should we wish to do so, it is even more difficult to change the 
linguistic indicators of our social background.

Occupational varieties of language are not like that. Their linguistic features may 
be just as distinctive as regional or class features, but they are only in temporary 
use. They are ‘part of the job’ – taken up as we begin work, and put down as we 
end it. The notion, of course, has to allow for people who are ‘always on the job’ 
– whose work is so much a part of their personality that it permanently influences 
their behaviour, linguistically as well as socially. Several of Dickens’s characters, for 
example, fall into this category, and it is their propensity to act in this way which is 
part of his satire. But mostly, when we stop work, we stop using the language of 
work. To do otherwise (at a party, for instance) usually carries with it an apology – for 
‘talking shop’.

Any domain could be used to illustrate occupational linguistic distinctiveness, 
or identity. There are no class distinctions here. Factory workers have to master an 
array of technical terms and administrative vocabulary (safety regulations, seniority 
labels, trade union guidelines) in order to carry out their tasks, and in so doing they 
develop slang and jargon which set them apart from outsiders. The more specialized 
the occupation, and the more senior or professional the post, the more technical the 
language is likely to be. Also, the more an occupation is part of a long-established 
tradition, the more it is likely to have accreted linguistic rituals which its members 
accept as a criterion of performance. The highly distinctive languages of religion, the 
law, and central government provide the clearest cases, with grammar, vocabulary, 
and patterns of discourse affected in far-reaching ways. However, all occupations 
are linguistically distinctive to some degree, even if all that is involved is a few items 
of specialized vocabulary.
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Passage U

Malcolm Peet and David Robinson: Leading Questions (1992)

This text book is aimed at “students who will have to sit an A-level exam in literature, whatever form that 
exam might take”.

From the way we write, let’s move on to the way we read, and so to Reader Response 
or Reader-oriented theory. This is one of the newer and livelier theories, and it 
concerns itself with what goes on when a reader reads a given text. Let’s go back for 
a moment to that ‘common sense’ view of writing, which works something like this:

In this formulation, the reader is on the receiving end of the arrow which indicates 
‘meaning’. This is not to say that the reader’s role is a passive one; the early Practical 
Critics like I. A. Richards were at pains to emphasise the importance of the reader’s 
participation, the imaginative work involved in being a good receiver of meaning. 
But this mental effort on the reader’s part is devoted to receiving meaning which is 
already in the text and which is delivered by the text. Reader Response theory re-
arranges our diagram in a radical way, something like this:

indicating that the reader is an active creator of the meaning of the text.
The key question is this: how far does a text dictate its own meaning, and how far 

is that meaning dictated by the reader? […]
[One] approach to reading theory is to ask what meanings a reader brings, or is 

likely to bring, to a text. This may strike you as a hopeless line of investigation, since 
these meanings must differ from reader to reader. This is so, up to a point; but it is an 
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interesting way of looking at, for example, the work of critics, at why a critic says what 
he says about a poet or novelist or whatever. But what is more relevant is that, as we 
have already said, none of us comes to a text with an ‘open’ mind; and many Reader 
Response theorists, echoing the concerns of Structuralists and Deconstructionists, 
are interested in the extent to which our responses to a text are governed by – yes, 
you guessed it – ideologies. Since these ideologies can be identified to some extent, 
we can, with difficulty, be aware of the way they affect our own reading, as well as 
the way they affect other readers’ readings. While these ideologies may well function 
within us unconsciously, it is also possible to apply them consciously; it is possible 
to look at a text through a Christian ideology, or a Socialist ideology, or a patriarchal 
ideology, or any number of other cultural or political ‘screens’. Indeed, if you are very 
impartial and jolly clever, you could write a number of different critiques of the same 
work from different ideological points of view. This is one reason why many critics 
now prefer to talk about readings of texts, rather than interpretations. ‘Interpretation’ 
suggests that a text can be somehow decoded so as to provide a ‘real’ meaning, 
whereas ‘reading’ suggests that such objectivity is not possible, and that variant 
readings of the same text are equally valid. (It is a term applied to non-literary works, 
also – one can just as well speak of ‘readings’ of a film or of a musical score.)
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Passage V

Terry Eagleton (b 1943): Literary Theory: an Introduction (1983)

This was an influential text in the progressive introduction of theory into the study of literature. At this 
point Eagleton is discussing Formalist approaches.

Perhaps one needs a different kind of approach altogether. Perhaps literature is 
definable not according to whether it is fictional or ‘imaginative’, but because it uses 
language in peculiar ways. On this theory, literature is a kind of writing which, in 
the words of the Russian critic Roman Jakobson, represents an ‘organized violence 
committed on ordinary speech’. Literature transforms and intensifies ordinary 
language, deviates systematically from everyday speech. If you approach me at a 
bus stop and murmur ‘Thou still unravished bride of quietness,’ then I am instantly 
aware that I am in the presence of the literary. I know this because the texture, 
rhythm and resonance of your words are in excess of their abstractable meaning 
– or, as the linguists might more technically put it, there is a disproportion between 
the signifiers and the signifieds. Your language draws attention to itself, flaunts its 
material being, as statements like ‘Don’t you know the drivers are on strike?’ do not.

What was specific to literary language, what distinguished it from other forms 
of discourse, was that it ‘deformed’ ordinary language in various ways. Under 
the pressure of literary devices, ordinary language was intensified, condensed, 
twisted, telescoped, drawn out, turned on its head. It was language ‘made strange’; 
and because of this estrangement, the everyday world was also suddenly made 
unfamiliar. In the routines of everyday speech, our perceptions of and responses 
to reality become stale, blunted, or, as the Formalists would say, ‘automatized’. 
Literature, by forcing us into a dramatic awareness of language, refreshes these 
habitual responses and renders objects more ‘perceptible’. By having to grapple 
with language in a more strenuous, self-conscious way than usual, the world which 
that language contains is vividly renewed. The poetry of Gerard Manley Hopkins 
might provide a particularly graphic example of this. Literary discourse estranges or 
alienates ordinary speech, but in doing so, paradoxically, brings us into a fuller, more 
intimate possession of experience. Most of the time we breathe in air without being 
conscious of it: like language, it is the very medium in which we move. But if the air 
is suddenly thickened or infected we are forced to attend to our breathing with new 
vigilance, and the effect of this may be a heightened experience of our bodily life. 
We read a scribbled note from a friend without paying much attention to its narrative 
structure; but if a story breaks off and  begins again, switches constantly from one 
narrative level to another and delays its climax to keep us in suspense, we become 
freshly conscious of how it is constructed at the same time as our engagement with 
it may be intensified. The story, as the Formalists would argue, uses ‘impeding’ or 
‘retarding’ devices to hold our attention; and in literary language, these devices are 
‘laid bare’.
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Passage W

Karl Marx (1818–83) and Friedrich Engels (1820–95): The Communist Manifesto (1848)

Written in London during the European revolutions of 1848, The Communist Manifesto summarises the 
basic ideas of communism, and remains one of the key socialist texts.

Owing to the extensive use of machinery and to division of labour, the work of the 
proletarians1 has lost all individual character, and, consequently, all charm for the 
workman. He becomes an appendage of the machine, and it is only the most simple, 
most monotonous, and most easily acquired knack, that is required of him. Hence, 
the cost of production of a workman is restricted, almost entirely, to the means of 
subsistence that he requires for his maintenance, and for the propagation of his 
race. But the price of a commodity, and therefore also of labour, is equal to its cost of 
production. In proportion, therefore, as the repulsiveness of the work increases, the 
wage decreases. Nay more, in proportion as the use of machinery and division of 
labour increases, in the same proportion the burden of toil also increases, whether 
by prolongation of the working hours, by increase of the work exacted in a given 
time or by increased speed of the machinery, etc.

Modern industry has converted the little workshop of the patriarchal master into 
the great factory of the industrial capitalist. Masses of labourers, crowded into the 
factory, are organized like soldiers. As privates of the industrial army they are placed 
under the command of a perfect hierarchy of officers and sergeants. Not only are 
they slaves of the bourgeois class, and of the bourgeois State; they are daily and 
hourly enslaved by the machine, by the overlooker, and, above all, by the individual 
bourgeois manufacturer himself. The more openly this despotism proclaims gain to 
be its end and aim, the more petty, the more hateful and the more embittering it is.

The less the skill and exertion of strength implied in manual labour, in other 
words, the more modern industry becomes developed, the more is the labour of 
men superseded by that of women. Differences of age and sex have no longer any 
distinctive social validity for the working class. All are instruments of labour, more or 
less expensive to use, according to their age and sex.

No sooner is the exploitation of the labourer by the manufacturer, so far, at an 
end, that he receives his wages in cash, than he is set upon by the other portions of 
the bourgeoisie, the landlord, the shopkeeper, the pawn-broker, etc.

The lower strata of the middle class – the small tradespeople, shopkeepers, 
and retired tradesmen generally, the handicraftsmen and peasants – all these 
sink gradually into the proletariat, partly because their diminutive capital does not 
suffice for the scale on which Modern Industry is carried on, and is swamped in 
the competition with the large capitalists, partly because their specialized skill is 
rendered worthless by new methods of production. Thus the proletariat is recruited 
from all classes of the population.

1 proletarians = members of the working class
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